Evaluation of Mentor Training (for Hopkins R25) - Mentee

It is not necessary to include your name. This form may be submitted anonymously.

Year(s) of “junior mentoring” in program________

On the continuum from burdensome to useful, how would you rate serving as a junior mentor for the R25 in terms of your career as a clinician-scientist?

(mostly burdensome) 1-----2------3------4------5------6------7 (mostly useful)

What did you find most useful? __________________________________________________________

What did you find most burdensome?________________________________________________________

Did the mentee help you accomplish your research or career goals? If so, how?

______________________________________________________________________________

Did you help the mentee accomplish his or her research or career goals? If so, how?

______________________________________________________________________________

Did the senior mentor help you accomplish your research or career goals? If so, how?

______________________________________________________________________________

Did you help the senior mentor accomplish his or her research or career goals? If so, how?

______________________________________________________________________________

New Grant funding in last year (list type of awarded grant, role on project, funding source; no names or titles). Include K grants on which you are mentor, even with no salary support.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
New Academic Titles (e.g. promotions), List Faculty Rank and Employer:

_______________________________________________________

Current Mentorship Roles: (list # of mentees and level of training; e.g. 2 post-docs and 3 graduate students)

_______________________________________________________

National Leadership Roles

_______________________________________________________

Recommendations for Improving the R25 Educational Program:

_______________________________________________________

Other Comments:

_______________________________________________________